INDORE - MANDU
Indore - Mandu (Approx. 83 km/ 2hrs)
Morning our transport will report at conference
venue in Indore & drive to Mandu sightseeing,
Magnificent Jahaz Mahal (Ship Palace) - situated
between two artificial lakes, this two storied
architectural marvel is so named as it appears as a
ship floating in water. Built by Sultan Ghiyas-ud-dinKhilji, it served as a harem for the sultan.
Hindola Mahal - meaning swing palace is so named
due to its sloping side walls. The Hindola Mahal might
have been constructed during the reign of Hushang Shah
about 1425 C.E. but may date to the end of the 15th century
during the reign of Ghiyas al-Din. It is one of a set
buildings making up the royal palace complex at Mandu,
which consists of the Jahaz Mahal, the Hindola Mahal, the
Tawili Mahal, and the Nahar Jharokha. The Hindola
Mahal may have been used as an audience chamber. There
are a number of other, undated structures surrounding the palace - an evidence of the
rich and glorious past.
Hoshang Shah's Tomb - India's first marble structure, it
is one of the most refined examples of Afghan
architecture. Its unique features include the beautifully
proportioned dome, intricate marble lattice work and
porticoed courts and towers. It served as a template for
the construction of Taj Mahal.

Roopmati's Pavilion - A large sandstone structure
originally built as an army observation post it is known
today as Roopmati's Pavilion. Rani Roopmati - the love
interest of Baaz Bahadur lived here and is said to have
gazed at the Baz Bahadur's Palace - situated below and

also at Narmada River, flowing through the Nimar plains far below, a river which the
queen revered.
Later we proceed for Indore & drop at Conference venue Brilliant Convention Centre, Indore.
Our net rate for above programme will be:
Vehicle

Detail

Cost

Indigo Car

01 paying Pax Travelling alone

INR. 5750

Indigo Car

Each of 02 paying Pax, minimum 02 Pax travelling
together

INR. 3350 per
person

Innova Car

Each of 03 paying Pax, minimum 03 Pax travelling
together

INR. 2850 per
person

Tempo
Traveler

Each of 10 paying Pax, minimum 10 Pax travelling
together

INR. 1950 per
person

Our prices include the following:
• All transfers, sightseeing tour, land transportation using A/C Car for 02 Pax, A/c
Innova Car for 03 Pax & A/C Tempo Traveler for 11 Pax.
• Lunch at local restaurant
• All currently prevailing taxes on the hotels, transport and Govt. Service tax.
Our prices DO NOT include the following:
• Any additional expenses caused by or liability for disturbance in the trip due to
circumstances beyond our control such as airline & railway delays, roadblocks, vehicle
malfunctions (mechanical breakdown) and other conditions like sickness, natural
disasters, wars etc.
• Liability for insurance against injury, loss of life, accidents, damage or loss of goods.
• Gratuities for Guides and Drivers.
• Any services / meals other than specified above.

